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The Torrent 2 just feels like its working for me and helping me run better. Its not so overly stiff and
bouncy as the Chuck 3 that I sometimes find on my feet in races where I have been really off my
game, and its not so soft that I feel like I have a ball and chain attached to my foot. It feels like it

just fills the space that my feet need on the trail. Testers found the Patagonia Torrentshell Jacket a
comfortable, versatile choice, and the Field Test Editor Jennifer Chavin loved that she could wear it
when out walking her dog in the rain. We encountered one downside: The hood can slide forward
too far when you raise it; we recommend raising it just so. We also note that by dumping water in

the rips of the arms, which the fabric does, the coat could start to leak. The many pockets were the
stars here. Testers loved the hood drawstring, which is recessed, so you never noticed it. We

wouldve liked to see more sturdy zippers, a feature absent from Patagonias rain offerings. The
Eddie Bauer Women s Torrentshell Jacket is designed to be comfortable, with a few features youd
expect from such a weighty raincoat. Thats not to say that it doesnt also feel and function like a
robust protection from rain. The 1.6 pound (0.8 pounds for the ladies version), fully taped seams

are impressive, and the fully waterproof membrane makes the coat look durable. The Torrentshells
hood has a drawstring and elastic, and you can adjust the drawstring to slide the hood forward or
backwards to your preferred angle and fit. The higher the collar, the higher the hood placement.

The top half of the lining is mesh, which adds breathability without diminishing the rain protection.
The women s sizing, which allows you to have long sleeves, is a size small, and the inseam is 34

inches. The Torrentshell has three zipped pockets, including one on the hem that expands to hold a
change of clothes. The main pockets are divided by velcro tabs into a packable vest pocket, a

nonzippered main pocket, and a nonpackable, mesh pocket with a hidden side pocket. The
Torrentshell has waist drawstrings that allow you to tighten or loosen the jacket. By eliminating the

full, pleated rain hood on the women s version, the Torrentshell is a bit bigger and more
streamlined, but theyve kept the feature that makes the jackets waterproof.
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